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A truly bespoke radiator with a glass front which can be printed with any high quality picture of choice. 
The image possibilities are endless, from a family portrait to a favourite view or a conceptual design.  

R Model shown on opposite page: TAV1820

TARDIS

Add your own personal signature piece to any 
room, choose an image to transform into your 
very own unique radiator. A family portrait or 
photo montage of your favorite memories, 
a scenic landscape or a chosen design from 
an image library will become a talking point.
Exclusively made to order, Tardis comes with a 
20 year warranty.

This vertical radiator provides a highly efficient 
heat output which is not compromised by  
the design. A glass finish vacuum seals the image 

behind a layer of shatterproof glass, all fixings 
are discreetly located behind the radiator.
Tardis is suitable for hot water, electric or dual 
fuel installations. Our standard sized offering is 
1820mm high x 515mm wide and 90mm deep. If 
you are looking for an alternative size please get 
in touch. 

We produce all of our own Tardis radiators  
with great care, as such we can offer the 
flexibility and attention to detail these  
home accessories deserve.

Image above shows Tardis featuring the beautiful calligraphic signature 
of the Ottoman Sultan (Suleyman, the Magnificent) in a highly polished 
crackled gold. The signature is for photographic purposes only, Tardis is 
made to order with your very own image.

TARDIS SS 10 120°C O C 20 YEARS

MATERIAL WORKING PRESSURE WORKING TEMP. OPEN/CLOSED SYSTEM MOUNT POSITION WARRANTY
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Heat Output  
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∆T 50

E: Electric only Finish 
S: Brushed Matt 

P: Polished
Choice of Elements  

(Watts)

TAV1820 1820 515 90 E/H/D 20 9290 2720 400 S

10 120°C C V H 20 YEARS

MATERIAL WORKING PRESSURE WORKING TEMP. CLOSED SYSTEM MOUNT POSITION WARRANTY

TAT1820 1820 515 90 H 20 9156 2681 H: Central Heating Only Black
We recommend the 3 Bar Safety Valve for all ELECTRIC ONLY (E) products. Dual Fuel is possible either by use of “T” piece and radiator valve or by use of ONE850 or ONE851 (4 way valve)
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